Digital Photography Made Easy
What do I do with all of these photos?
Sharon Lips

What do I do with all of these photos?
1. Ways of viewing your photos
2. How to get photos off your card or memory stick and onto the computer
3. How to backup your photos
4. Organizing your photos.
5. What photo processing software to use.
6. Processing your photos
7. How to size for email, websites and printing.
8. Emailing your photos
9. Uploading to a website.
10. Printing yourself or have someone else do it, some options.
11. Printed photo books.
12. Where to share your photos online
13. Learning more about photography
14. Question time.

You have taken a lot of digital photos with your new camera,
now what?!

1. There are lots of different ways to see your photos
You can look at the photos on the back of the camera
Switch the camera to “Display” and then use the arrows to move forward
or backward through the images. In some cameras you can zoom in and
out, look for the magnifying glass symbol or check your manual.

You can put your photos in a digital frame
Insert a memory card into the frame: If your computer and
frame both have memory card slots, insert a blank memory
card into your computer and save the photos to it. Then
insert it into the frame and let the frame read the photos
that are on the card.
Copy images to the frame's internal memory: Alternatively,
you can follow those steps and then copy the pictures to the
frame's memory, if it has any.
Connect the frame to your computer: If your frame has a
miniUSB port, you can connect it to your computer via a
cable with a miniUSB plug at one end and a standard plug
at the other. Then you have two options: You can transfer
your photos to either the frame's internal memory or a
memory card inserted in the frame.

Go wireless: More and more digital picture frames have Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth technology for transferring photos without
connecting any cables. In some cases, you can download
images from a photo-sharing site, like Snapfish or Flickr. This
can be tricky, since you generally have to set various settings
and choose security features.
This information taken from the Consumer Reports Electronics Blog

You can attach the camera to a television
You will need the video or AV cable that came with your camera and a late model
(after about 2000) television with an RCA jack. A quick glance at your camera
manual will enable you to determine your camera's features, to locate its output
port (which may be called Video Out, AV Out, or simply AV) and to establish the
configuration of your output cable. If you are interested in doing this go to this
website : http://sync.sympatico.ca/How-To/ and check the article about half
way down the page in “Home Entertainment” called “How to connect a digital
camera to a television” and follow their step by step instructions.
You may also need your television user’s manual
& its remote control to set your TV to
“Video” in order to see the photos.

You can put your images in a computer and look at the
photos on the monitor
Once they are on the computer you can also organize them, share them,
print them and back them up. We will cover all of these.
2. How to get your photos off your camera and onto the computer
There are two ways to get your images on to your computer. You can
connect your camera directly or you can use a memory card reader.
Of the two, using a card reader is faster and more efficient.
To connect your camera directly to your computer:
You will need the USB cable that came with your camera.
Your camera will have come with software, a CD, that can help you
transfer your photos from the camera to the computer. If you have the
camera software CD, pop it into the computer and follow the
installation and setup steps. Once this is installed and you connect the
camera or the memory card to the computer the software will pop up
and ask if you would like to sync the pictures to the computer. Most
programs are self-explanatory and with the help of the manual you
should be able to download your images to your computer fairly easily.

To connect your camera directly to your computer:
Or, you can use your computer’s operating system to help you transfer the
shots.
Connect your USB cable to your camera. Find the slot on your camera
for the small end of the cable (your manual can help you find it) and line
up the arrow on the plug with the arrow on the camera. This will keep
you from putting the plug in upside down and perhaps bending or
breaking the connectors. Find the USB port on your computer and
insert the plug with the USB symbol facing up.
If you are on a PC, once you've connected your camera to your computer
Windows XP, or newer, will detect the connection and ask you what you
want to do with your pictures,
click “Microsoft Scanner and Camera
Wizard”, and then click “OK”.
When the Scanner and Camera Wizard
appears, click “Next”.
All of the pictures on your camera are now
displayed on the “Choose Pictures to
Copy” page.

By default, Windows XP or newer selects all of the pictures for
downloading. If there are pictures you do not want to download, just
clear the check box next to those pictures.
At this stage, you can also rotate pictures that you took while holding your
camera vertically. To rotate a picture, click it, and then click either the
“Rotate clockwise” or “Rotate counterclockwise” button on the lowerleft side of the page.
When you have reviewed the pictures for downloading and rotated your
vertical pictures, click “Next”.
On the “Picture Name and Destination” page, type a name for the group of
pictures. (This name, plus a number to differentiate each picture, will
be applied to each of the pictures you download; for example, if you
name the group "Vacation," the pictures will be name "Vacation001,"
"Vacation002," and so on.) It is a good idea to create a new folder for
each group of pictures you download. Click “Browse”, and select a
folder in which to save your pictures.
Do not check the box next to “Delete pictures from my device after copying
them.”
Click “Next.” The Scanner and Camera Wizard copies the pictures from
your camera to the folder you specified.

On the “Other Options” page, you can choose to publish your pictures to a Web
site or order prints. If you have finished working with your pictures, click
“Nothing”, and then click “Next.”
On the final page of the Wizard, click “Finish.” Windows XP or newer
opens a “Internet Explorer” window showing the pictures you downloaded
from your camera. You can now disconnect your camera.
This information taken from: Downloading pictures from your digital camera by Tony Northrup

If you are on a Mac, once you've connected your camera to your computer
turn your camera on.
If your camera needs to be set to a certain mode to transfer photos, do so
now but check your camera manual if you're not sure how. The camera
or more precisely, its memory card, appears on the desktop.
Open iPhoto, if it does not open automatically. If a dialog displays, asking if
you want to use iPhoto when you connect a camera, click “Use iPhoto.”
iPhoto switches to Import mode, and displays your memory card.

Type a name for your group of
photos in the “Roll Name” field,
such as "Vegas Vacation" or
"Company Party Blackmail
Photos.”
Type a bit about your photos in
the “Description” field if you
like.
Do not check the box next to
“Delete items from camera after
importing.”
Click “Import” to transfer photos
or any movies from your camera to
your iPhoto Library.
To disconnect the camera when finished, click the “Eject” button next to
the camera icon in the Source list on the left side.
When the camera disappears from the list, you can safely disconnect it.

Alternatively, on a Mac, you can use Image Capture.
After connecting your camera to the computer as we have discussed
above choose “Image Capture” from your Applications folder. A dialog
box, bearing the name of your camera should appear.
From the “Download To” pop-up menu, choose where you want Image
Capture to download your files. If you want more options, click
“Options”, select what you want, and click “OK.”
To download your images, click “Download All.”
To disconnect the camera, drag the volume icon to the “Trash” which turns
into an “Eject” icon. When the icon disappears from the desktop, you
can safely disconnect your camera.
This information taken from: Mac 101: Connect Your Camera

To download your images from the memory card.
You will need a memory card reader which is a piece of hardware that plugs
right into your computer using the USB port the same way your camera
would. A multiple memory card reader will accept a variety of formats
making it useful for all of your memory card needs. These readers
commonly feature two or more slots to accept different sized cards.
Many newer computers have a memory card reader built-in, including
many laptops and notebooks. Printers and even some monitors also
have a memory card reader built-in.
When buying a memory card reader be sure it supports the type of cards
required. This includes the card's capacity in addition to the format.
Some models might not read flash memory cards larger than one
gigabyte, for example. Bear in mind too that a more flexible memory
card reader that supports additional formats might make the device a
little more useful in the future in the event you acquire more digital
devices later, or replace the ones you already own. Memory card readers
are extremely affordable, ranging from under $10 to $50 or so.
Plug the memory card reader into your computer’s USB port. Remove your
memory card from your camera being sure to turn the camera off before
you do so. Insert the card in the proper slot in the memory card reader.

The process for downloading photos
from a memory card is virtually the
same as downloading them from the
camera.
On a PC. On the final page of the
Wizard, click “Finish.” Windows XP,
or newer, opens a “Internet Explorer”
window showing the pictures you
downloaded from your camera. You
can now remove the memory card from
the reader and return it to the camera.
If you are using a Mac. To eject the card when finished, click the “Eject”
button next to the camera icon in the Source list on the left side. When
the camera disappears from the list, you can safely unplug the card
reader and remove the card.
Be sure to erase or reformat the card as soon as you have completed the two
back-ups of the images that you have just downloaded.

Your photos are now stored on your computer, ready for whatever you want
to do with them. As with any important files, it's a good idea to make
backup copies of your photos, in case anything happens to your
computer. We will cover that in a bit.
The last thing you need to do is erase or reformat the memory card.
Do not have the computer erase your card for you but do it in your camera
after you have backed your images up to two places. Formatting or
reformatting is better than simply erasing the images since erasing
leaves some information on the card which, over time, will make it run
slower and take fewer images.

3. Back them up!
Transferring your photos to your computer is a start but it is very
important that you back them up in case anything should happen to
your computer. Do not erase or reformat your memory card until you
have done the backups. Two backups for every file of photos is best.

3. Back them up!
CDs or DVDs.
Use Archival CDs and archival pens. CDs won’t last forever but the archival
ones will last longer.
CDs are more stable than DVDs but store a lot less data.
Be sure to label well. Date, place, subject, people
File in a consistent manner for easy retrieval later.
Make two CDs for each photo file. Store in different places.
Directions for backing up to CDs for PCs with Windows XP:
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/using/digitalphotography/printit/archive.mspx

Directions for backing up to CDs for PCs with Windows 7:
http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/how-to-copy-photos-to-a-cd-or-dvd-usingwindows-7s.navId-323828.html

For Macs, open iPhoto, insert a CD, select the images you want to backup
and click on “Burn.”
A bar will pop up with
more information, in
“Name” type what you
would like to call this CD,
Check the CD icon, if it
has a partial green circle
you can add more images
to your selection, if the
whole CD is red you need
to remove some images
from your selection as you
have more than will fit on the CD. The CD should take about 678MB.
When you have all of the images you want or can fit on the CD, click the
“Burn” icon again. The “Burn Disc in” dialog box will pop up. For
“Speed” choose 8x, it is slower but the quality is better, …

under “After Burning” check “Verify burned data” and “Mount on
Desktop”, this will give you a chance to check the CD to make sure it
burned properly before you eject the disc.
Click “Burn.” Wait while the CD burns, if you have filled it, it will take maybe
15 to 20 minutes to burn and verify. Once it has finished click on the icon
on the desktop to open it and make sure the images are burned properly. If
they have, close the window and eject the CD, label it and file it.
Now make a second backup and store it in a different place, preferably in a
different building.
External Hard Drives
An external hard drive is just like the drive in your computer but it is, as it says,
external to your computer. You can get desktop versions which are fairly
large or portable versions which are small and lightweight. They connect to
your computer with a USB cable or a Firewire cable.
If you are buying a new one and your computer has a Firewire port then you
should get an external hard drive with Firewire connectivity because your
backups will be a lot faster. The cost of memory is falling all the time so that
you can now get a 500GB external hard drive for less than $125.00.

When you plug in an external hard drive your computer recognizes it and
treats just like the internal hard drive so that you have two drives
showing. You can then transfer files and photos to it from your internal
drive, from the desktop, from a memory card reader or from your
camera by dragging and dropping the information into files on the
external hard drive.
When you are done transferring photos just dismount the drive or
eject it properly and unplug it and anything you have on it will be safe
from whatever computer viruses or failures your main computer might
be subject to.
It is a good idea to have two external hard drives and do redundant
backups. Be sure to label the drives with the date you started using it and
the kind of information you are putting on it. Store the second backup
drive away from the first. If you will travel with the external drive buy a
case to protect it.

Portable Backup Devices
These small, convenient devices run on batteries, upload all of the images
on a variety of media card types, and contain a high capacity hard drive
that will store thousands of photos until you can get back to your
computer. The higher-end units come with large, color LCD screens
that allow you to review images and many also double as MP3 and video
players. These would more often be used for travel rather than for long
time storage of your photos. The memory card is inserted directly into
the device and the only cable you should need would be for recharging
the battery. These are very useful if you don’t want to take a laptop on
your trip but need to backup photos while traveling.
There are quite a few of these to choose from, the best of which is the Epson
PhotoViewer. Unfortunately, the Epson is quite expensive. More
information on these viewers can be found here:
http://photodoto.com/portable-photo-storage-buyers-guide/

More memory cards
Some people these days are saying that the cost of memory cards is coming
down so far that perhaps the best way to save your images is to just leave
them on the card and buy more cards.
However, if a problem develops with your card, you could lose all your
photos. Flash-memory cards are susceptible to accidental erasure and
even corruption. They’re also small (especially SD cards), and therefore
easy to misplace. That’s why it’s a good idea to back up images to
another backup device.
Online Galleries
You can download your photos to an online gallery site to store them. There
are many photo sharing sites and lots of them are free or have free
versions. When choosing a site for storage be sure to check how much
storage space is offered. Frequently sites that charge even a small fee will
offer more space than you can get from a free site. Also less popular free
sites have been known to go out of business which means you would lose
access to your photos.

4. Organize the photos on your computer so that you can
find them easily
Whenever you download photos to your computer or back them up be sure
to organize them using a logical system.
The Folder system.
Many people find it easier and more intuitive to simply organize their
photos in folders on their computer.
One way would be to create folders by year and place each set of images
taken that year in that folder, being
sure to label each set so that you will
know what is in each individual folder.
You can make folders within folders to
further sort pictures and make them
easier to find.

Or, you can arrange the folders any way that makes sense to you. I use very
general subject folders, with subfolders that get more and more specific.
The actual photos are in a folder that has the date set up by
year/month/date, then the location where the images were shot, and
then a notation as to the actual subject of the shots.
20091231.8 Colorado Springs CO. The Broadmoor. Blue Moon
The “.8” after the date means that this folder is the 8th group of shots I took
that day. The other thing I do to help me find images is to indent the title
of the finished photos by one space so that they put themselves at the top
of folder. That way, by opening a folder I can see quickly if I have any
finished images in it.

Hard drive. The above file systems would work well on your hard drive or an
external hard drive
iPhoto, free on Macs. All of your images are collected into the Library at the top of
the Source File on the left. From there you can select the images you want and
make folders or albums to put them in. New albums are made by clicking the
“+” plus sign at the bottom of the left column, typing a title in the dialog box
that pops up and then clicking on “Create.” If you reorganize your images in a
sequence that you prefer and
you want them to stay in that
order when you copy the
album to a CD or move it
somewhere else you need to
number the images with
leading zeros as I have in
the illustration below, 001,
002, 003, etc., or they will
end up back in chronological
order on the CD.

Adobe Lightroom is one program that uses tags to organize photos. When
you download your photos you add keywords (tags) to each image and
then you can call the photos up in groups by searching for the tag.
Picasa. free http://lifehacker.com/software/technophilia/organizeyour-digital-photos-with-picasa-267024.php
Flickr. free or $25 for more storage space. Online only
iPhoto. free on Macs
Windows Live Photo Gallery, free on PCs?
Adobe Elements, $100
Adobe Photoshop Lightroom, $300
Apple Aperture, $200
ACDSee Photo Manager, $50
http://lifehacker.com/373220/five-best-digital-photo-organizers
http://graphicssoft.about.com/od/photopresentations/tp/photocatalog.htm

5. What photo processing software should you use?
So your images are downloaded and backed up and you are ready to do
more than just email them out the way they are. You would like to fix
red-eye in the photos of your little angels, straighten the horizon to keep
the ocean from pouring off the left side of the photo or get rid of the
jaundiced look of your friends standing under a tungsten light.
Here is what to look for in an editing program:
If you are an amateur and just want to "mess around," you would
just want the most basic photo-editing software. If you are an
experienced user, you may want more features like creative effects.
Next, you will need to decide on a budget. Photo-editing software
can be quite expensive but there is good low priced software available.
Some are even free!
Decide how much effort you wish to put into navigating the photo
editing software. Generally, the more features the product has the more
of a learning curve the software requires. If you like a mainstream
product but find it too complicated, look for a scaled down version the
company may offer or seek an alternative.

For instance, Adobe Photoshop is the gold standard in photo editing
software but it is difficult to learn and expensive but Adobe also offers Elements
which is a scaled down version that is all most people need and is much less
expensive.
Don't pay for unneeded features but recognize those which are important
to you. To better organize your photos, select photo editing software that offers
a “Media manager.” Enjoy special effects? Stick with leading manufacturers to
accommodate photo special effects packages known as plug-ins.
Don't overlook open-source or free photo editing software, some like
GIMP are quite popular. For simple photo editing, free “Online photo editors”
such as Picasa may be sufficient.
Take advantage of trial versions of photo editing software before you
make a purchase. The more photo software products you try the better your level
of satisfaction will be. While you may fall in love with one product, a similar one
may be available at a reduced cost or with better features.

Here are some programs to look at when deciding:
Adobe Photoshop. Used by professional photographers
and advanced amateurs
Adobe Elements. Photoshop’s scaled down version
Gimp. free
Picasa. free and easy to use
iPhoto. free with Macs
Flickr. now has some basic editing available
Corel Paint
Serif PhotoPlus
Ulead PhotoImpact
This site has a comparison chart of photo editing software:
http://photo-editing-software-review.toptenreviews.com/

6. Processing your photos.
This subject is a complete course in and of itself but I do want to comment
here on formats. Many cameras can produce both JPEG and RAW
images. JPEG images are compressed, information is thrown away in an
attempt to save space and make a finished picture right out of the
camera. RAW images are not images at all but just data, all the data that
the camera has taken. No matter what format you use in your camera you
should never do post processing on a JPEG image.
Create a copy of your original image and do the post processing on the copy,
that way, you can always go back to the original if you make a mess of the
copy. Save your original pictures in a “RAW” or “Tiff” format. These
are so-called loss-free formats -the image is not (yet) compressed. This
uses lots of storage space, but gives you the best output. If you save a file
as a JPEG (jpg), it will be much smaller, but you will lose some image
information every time you save your picture. JPEG still is the best
format for photos on the web and for email and “Tif” or “Jpg” work
well for printing.
If you are working in Photoshop you can process the photo in a “tif”
format or a “psd”(Photoshop document) format.

Tiffs create huge files while “psds” use a lot less memory and yet do not compress
the image.
When you have finished working on your image you should save it in the loss-free
format in which you have been working before you resize it. That way you can
always go back to your “Master” image and resize it for different uses without
degrading it.
Save the photo as a JPEG only when you have resized it appropriately for your use.

7. Resizing
Your photo is just the way you want it now that you have processed it and you
would like to share it.
You can print it, email it, put it online, upload it to Facebook or your
blog, enter it in a photo competition or any number of other things. In
order to do these things, though, you need to be sure your image is the
correct size for what you want to do with it.
Resize for printing.
Whatever photo processing software you use the process is basically the
same. You will need to adjust the width or the height and the resolution.

Resolution is the number of pixels per inch (ppi) that the printer will print. Most printers
would produce a fine print with a resolution as low as 150ppi and as high as up to 360ppi.
The instructions here will produce a very good image, however, as you get better at
this and become more advanced you will find that there are much more complicated
methods that will produce an even better printable image.
In Photoshop or Elements, when you are ready to resize, with your photo open (and
any layers flattened) you would go to “Image” in the top menu bar and then down to
“Image Size.” For a print you don’t need to worry about the “Pixel Dimensions” in the top
box so go directly to the “Document Size” box. Just below that box you will want to put a
check mark in all three check boxes:
“Scale Styles,” “Constrain Proportions”
and “Resample Image,” and choose
“Bicubic” from the drop-down menu.
In “Document Size” type 300 in “Resolution”
and change either “Width” or “Height” to the
length you want, the other dimension will
readjust automatically to keep the same aspect
ratio because you checked “Constrain
Proportions.” Click “OK.”.

Immediately go to “File” and down
to“Save As,” rename the image and
save it as a Jpeg to a file where you
would like to find it This will save
the resized image and leave your
original processed image alone
without changing it.
In the “JPEG Options” dialog
box slide the quality slider all the
way to right, which will give you a
quality of 12 or “Maximum.”
Under “Format Options” click on
“Baseline Optimized” and
then click “OK.”
Now you can print your photo!

Resize for email or the web. The issue with photos and email is that large images
tend to clog people’s mailboxes and take a very long time to download. So, to be
polite, it is best to send your photos as small as possible. Usually around 30 to
100KB is good quality without being too big. In software like Picasa and iPhoto
you can select the photo you want to email and the program will automatically
resize it for you when you click the email button.
iPhoto gives you a choice of four sizes and tells you, as you move from one
size to another, how big in kilobytes (Kb) the photo will be. Even the smallest
size will work very well for email.
Picasa tells you the size of the image after it has put the image on a blank
email page ready to go. It will reduce to email size even images that you have
carefully resized to a larger size. There doesn’t seem to be any way to tell it
that you would like the photo to go at anything other than what they deem to be
email size.
Photoshop and Elements. To resize for email or the web when you are
ready to resize, with your photo open (and any layers flattened) you would go to
“Image” in the top menu bar and then down to “Image Size.” For email or the
web you go to the three check boxes below the “Document Size” box and put a
check mark in all three boxes: “Scale Styles,” “Constrain Proportions” and
“Resample Image,” and choose “Bicubic” from the drop-down menu. Now go
to “Pixel Dimensions” in the top box and enter the number of pixels you want …

… in either “Width” or “Height” and the other dimension will readjust
automatically to keep the same aspect ratio because you checked
“Constrain Proportions.” In “Document Size” you can type into
“Resolution” 72, 96, 100 or anything you like or just leave whatever is
in there. Because “Resolution” pertains only to printing it has
absolutely no affect on an email or web image but it makes some people
happy to be able to put a number in that box. Click “OK.” Immediately
go to “File” and down to
“Save for Web & Devices.”
On the right side move the
second drop down menu to
“JPEG,” check the check
boxes for “Optimize,”
“Enable Color Profile”
and “Convert to sRGB.”

In the dropdown menu below “JPEG” start with “Maximum” and go down in
quality until the Kbs below the right hand image are where you want them. This
can be fine tuned by changing the numbers by hand in the “Quality” field while
watching how the Kbs change below. Optimum would be 30 to 100Kb for an
email image and whatever you need for the web use you are planning. Websites
that accept images will tell you somewhere on the site what maximum Kbs or
megabytes (MB) are okay. For instance, Facebook allows images up to15
megabytes (MB). You should try to not let the number in the “Quality” field get
much below 30 for any usage. Click “Save” when you have the numbers where
you want them.
Rename the image in the dialog box that pops up and designate a location to which
you want it saved. The default
is to save it as a Jpeg file which
is what you would like it to be
for email or web use anyway.
Click “Save” again. This will save
the resized image and leave
your original processed image
alone without changing it.

Recap on sizing:
Email: longest side 300 to 640 pixels, 30Kb to 100Kb,
medium low to medium high quality okay. Smaller is better
for faster uploading by the recipient.
Websites: longest side up to 800 pixels, 30Kb to 15Mb (or
whatever the website recommends), medium to very high
quality, smaller rather than larger for faster uploading and
lower resolutions so that the photo won’t be stolen for
printing.
Printing: the dimensions will depend on the size of the print
you want, resolutions from 200ppi to 360ppi, the highest
quality settings work best.

8. Emailing an image if you are not using software that does it at the touch
of a button.
Open a new message in your email program.
Click on “Attach” or “Choose file” next to the word “Attach” or
something along those lines.
From the window that pops up navigate to your image and click on it and
then on the “Choose” button, or simply double click on it. If you can’t
find your image you can try closing the email, going to where you know
the image is and save it, specifying the “Desktop” in “Location.” Then
open the email again and try “Attach” again, navigating to the image on
the desktop.
In some programs you are done when you have chosen the image, it will
appear in the email or as a link at the bottom of the email. In my email
program after I have chosen the image I still have to click on “Add” back
in the email but once I have done that I can type a message and hit send.
In my other email program, on my Mac, I can simply drag and drop the
image to add it to the email. There may be PC email programs that work
this way also.

9. Uploading to the web
This will depend on what site exactly (online photo albums, social
networking sites, photo competition sites, blogs, etc.) you are trying to
upload to, each one will have their own specifications and their own
method of doing it. Simply read the instructions, the FAQs and the
help file for any site you would like put your photo on. These days it is
fairly easy to accomplish with just a few steps although if your photo is
large and you don’t have a fast connection it can take quite a long time
to load.
10. Printing
You can print the photos right from your camera. If your camera can do this
then the manufacturer should have provided you with the appropriate
cable to attach it to the printer. Some cameras will sit right in a dock on
the printer. Or you can remove the memory card from the camera and
insert it into the printer. Just follow the instructions that came with your
camera and your computer.

Your own printer. If you are printing your own post processed photos you should
look for a “photo” printer when it comes time to buy one. Most home photo
printers do an excellent job. The more advanced machines have downloadable
paper profiles that make getting what you see on your monitor exactly what you
get on the print. Look for Epson, HP & Canon printers.
Photo store printer. You can get perfectly reasonable prints from the machines at
photo stores, drug stores and big box stores. You can put your memory card in
the machine and even do some photo adjustments like cropping, red eye, white
balance, etc. before printing. One of the Camera Club’s members has all of her
prints done at Wal-Mart and they frequently win blue ribbons.
Professional photo labs. There are still places you can go that will do real photo
printing. McGreevy ProLab in Albany is an excellent place to go when you need
very high quality prints at very reasonable prices. They will work with you to get
the results that you want. Nancy Scans in Chatham NY is another professional lab.
Online printing. Many of the photo processing and/or gallery sites, like Kodak Easy
Share Galleries or Shutterfly, make ordering prints a breeze. Simply select the
images you want them to print and follow their steps for choosing sizes,
specifying mailing address and paying. You can even order frames for your prints
and they will arrive in the frames, ready to hang. Of course, you can also order
cards, photo books, mugs, puzzles, sweatshirts, etc. with your photos
emblazoned upon them.

Online printing.
i Print From Home. Several Camera Club members use this website to order prints
and are very pleased with the quality and service:
http://www.iprintfromhome.com/

11. Photo books. Online photo galleries are great but sometimes you wish
for an old fashioned photo album. These days photo books are the new
version of the album and they look like real published books making
your photos look very professional. This is a fabulous way to preserve
and enjoy your photos and they make much loved gifts. Most online
and offline photo programs offer photo books, like iPhoto, Kodak,
Picasa, etc., with easy uploading of images, choices of sizes from small
paperbound ones to coffee table sizes, choices of covers from spiral
bound paper covers to leather bound hard covers, and templates for
different page layouts with drag and drop placement of photos for a
book that will be uniquely your own. They start at around $20.00 for
ten pages/both sides and an additional per page charge of a dollar or
two for each added page. Many professional photographers use sites like
http://asukabook.com/, http://www.mypublisher.com/ and
http://www.blurb.com/ and you can too!

12. Online photo sharing galleries:
Flicker, Picasa, Shutterfly, Kodak Easy Share Galleries,
pBase, Smugmug, Photobucket, Facebook,
Camera brand specific sites
Chart from:
http://www.digitalphotographywebsite.com/photosharingcomparisonchart.html

13. Learning more about photography
Photo competitions. These don’t appeal to everyone but they do have the advantage
of getting you out there taking pictures with your camera.
The Berkshire Museum Camera Club (BMCC) http://berkshirecameraclub.com
We are a competition-based club. We have themed competitions about once a
month throughout the club year along with workshops and people to answer
questions. We have a great time and learn a lot.
Online competitions. Even if you don’t join these you can learn a lot from looking at the
winning images and reading comments
DPChallenge, http://www.dpchallenge.com/index.php,
has weekly competitions, a large community and tutorials.
DPReview, http://www.dpreview.com/challenges/
has site challenges but also within their forums there are camera brand based
challenges. For instance:
Canon Image Challenges, http://www.pbase.com/cichallenge/root
This is where I started when I got my first digital camera. I learned so much from
this small, friendly, world-wide group of participants and had a great time doing it.
The Boston Globe photo website RAW
http://www.boston.com/community/photos/raw/
there is a lot of information on taking pictures on this site as well as competitions.

Photo groups, workshops and forums
Berkshire Museum Camera Club. http://www.berkshirecameraclub.org/
Again, this is a great place to get together with other photographers to
enjoy and learn about the craft of photography.
The following two were found on meetup.com, they sponsor interesting photo
trips and workshops:
Capital Region Photography Meetup Group
http://www.meetup.com/tcrpmg/
Albany Photography Meetup Group
http://www.meetup.com/albany-photography-meetup/
New England Camera Club Council (NECCC) http://www.neccc.org/ This is
the umbrella group that the BMCC belongs to. They sponsor a photo
convention every year at UMass in Amherst for three days in July that is a
wonderful way to learn a lot about photography for amateurs and
professionals a like. Check out their website for more information.
Photo Center, Troy NY, http://www.photocentertroy.org/
Offers events, workshops, galleries, darkroom space, etc.
Adirondack Photography Institute. http://www.adkpi.org/about.html/
Photo workshops and tours, not just in the Adirondacks.

Woodstock Photography Center. http://www.cpw.org/
Gallery, workshops, classes and lectures
Photojojo. http://photojojo.com/
I have a friend that swears by this site: photo tips, newsletter,
competitions (I think) and evidently a very friendly community.
Camera brand websites and forums. An excellent way to find answers to
specific questions on your particular camera.
Canon Digital Photography Forums.
http://photography-on-the.net/forum/
Nikonians. http://www.nikonians.org/
DPReview. http://www.dpreview.com/.
Detailed reviews of cameras and lenses, as well as forums on almost
any photography subject you can imagine.
Google. Don’t forget that for any question you have you can always
google it and someone, somewhere will have an answer for you.
Most of this presentation was made up of information confirmed
through googling.

14. Questions?
Remember, the most important thing is that you enjoy your camera and the
pictures you take with it! Happy shooting!

